Travalo Milano Debuts in US as Travel Essential for 2015
Refined and Luxurious Perfume Atomiser More Convenient than Ever
May 2015 - Travalo Milano is the most refined and luxurious
Travalo to date, finished in opulent and elegant material, with
finely crafted metal parts, it is perfectly weighted and balanced.
With the focus on high performance, the Milano has the
pioneering new spray head technology, which produces a finer
mist dispersing perfume over a wider area and results in more
lavish fragrance usage. Available now at www.us.travalo.com for $49.99.
Travalo Milano Product Features:
 Available in eight colours: Orange, Hot Pink, Blue, Aqua, Pink, Red, Black and White.
 Sophisticated box perfect for gifting
 100% innovative, modern and retro
 Removable inner bottle for extreme convenience
 Holds 5ml of fragrance (65 sprays)
What is more, the uChange inner bottle can now be removed which makes it interchangeable with
the New Classic Travalo and all future Travalo models. For the first time in the history of the perfume
atomiser consumers can now alternate all of their favourite fragrances without the need for cleaning
or waiting for their Travalo model to run empty – “uchange”; simply change the case to suit the
mood.
Like all Travalo atomizers, the Milano refills directly from a standard perfume bottle through the
patented and unrivalled Genie-S pump-fill system ensuring that the fragrance is never contaminated
by exposure to the air and decants magically from one sealed bottle into the leak proof Milano
atomizer in a few seconds. No other refillable portable spray are as convenient and as easy to use.
Travalo Milano is strong, safe and aircraft approved for carry on baggage, it contains no dangerous
glass and unlike fragrance bottles, it can fall onto hard floors or tiles without any risk of breakage.
Available now at www.us.travalo.com. Interested media can contact Dawn Ryden at 512.294.6218
or Dawn@3DMKG.com for more information, images, or to schedule an interview with company
management.
###
TRAVALO creates a range of innovative refillable fragrance portable sprays. The Genie-S refill system
used in TRAVALO is totally new, innovative and patented around the world. TRAVALO offers
consumers the most reliable and safest refillable experience ever available from travalo.com and
retailers worldwide. All enquires welcomed.

